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Calculation of the asphericity factor
We describe here how we calculated the asphericity factor and associated assumptions
and present results of the asphericity factor we obtained.
The orientation of particles during the gravitational settling determines the drag
coefficient. Horizontally oriented particles have a low terminal settling velocity compared
to vertically oriented particles (Mallios et al., 2020). At high Reynolds numbers (e.g.,
Re > 1000), particles tend to fall with the maximum projected area perpendicular to the
falling direction to maximize the resistance to gravitational settling, as for instance
occurs for large ice crystals in cirrus clouds (Platt et al., 1978). However, for dust falling
in the Earth’s atmosphere, it is reasonable to assume a random orientation (Bagheri
and Bonadonna 2016), because 1) Re << 1 (Kok et al, 2012), and, especially, 2)
Community Atmosphere Model (version 6; CAM6) does not simulate super coarse dust
particles (diameter > 10 µm), for which such an assumption may introduce high errors.
With these assumptions, we follow Huang et al. (2020) in approximating γ for the
ellipsoidal dust aerosol particles using the treatment in Bagheri and Bonadonna (2016)
as
γ=
where
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and Dg is the volume-equivalent diameter of the dust particle defined by three axes (L:
length, W: width, and H: height, respectively) of the ellipsoid having a form of
!

D* = √LWH. (3)
This approximation (Eq. 1) of the influence of the dust asphericity on the gravitational
settling velocity has been shown to be accurate and reliable with a mean and the
maximum errors of 2.4%, and 33.9%, respectively (Bagheri and Bonadonna 2016).
Equations (1) and (3) indicates a range of γ between 0 and 1. When a dust particle
becomes less ellipsoidal γ is getting closer to 1.
In the Stokes regime (Kok et al., 2012) where the gravitational settling of dust usually
occurs, the terminal velocity of spherical (sph) and ellipsoidal (asp) dust is approximated
as
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respectively, where g is the gravitational constant (~9.8 m s-2), ρp is the dust density
(~2,500 kg m-3), µ is the dynamic viscosity of air (1.81´10-5 Pa s).
Measurements made at different locations show that the shape parameters (e.g., aspect
ratio; Fig. 3 of Huang et al., 2020), which we used to calculate Vasp, change for dust
during transport. Because of highly limited measurements available, following Huang et
al. (2020) we simplify the horizontal transport of dust into “close-to-source”, “shortrange”, and “long-range” zones for dust from each source region according to source
apportionments based on the annual mean dust loading following Kok et al. (2021) but
from simulations conducted here in default CAM6.1. In the regions where the shape
parameter measurement is sparse or unavailable, such as those in the Southern
Hemisphere, the shape parameters from the global median are used instead to
calculate the asphericity factor. This simplified treatment yields a change comparable to
the simulation where we reduced the gravitational settling velocity of dust by ~15%
globally in the modeled dust cycle from simulations without considering the gravitational
settling lifetime of the dust asphericity.
In addition, we assume the dust shape parameters are independent of the size of dust
aerosol particles. Therefore, a constant revision of the dust gravitational settling velocity
(the calculated value in the model by default is for spherical aerosols) due to dust
asphericity by multiplying the velocity by γ was applied to dust species in the three
modes that contains dust aerosol (Aitken, accumulation, and coarse). The size
independency assumption of dust asphericity follows the recently observational
evidence that there does not exist a statistically significant relationship between the
shape parameters (aspect ratio and height-to-width ratio) and dust sizes (Huang et al.,
2020).
Using Eqs. (1-3) and the shape parameter measurements, we calculated the asphericity
factor γ for each of the “close-to-source”, “short-range”, and “long-range” zones. We
applied a 15% constant γ for the other regions with no shape parameter measurements.
Figure S1 shows the map of the asphericity factor γ we obtained. Dust originating from
East Asia, which is enriched in calcium, might become less aspherical during transport
(Huang et al., 2020). The reduction in dust asphericity during transport likely occurs
because of chemical reactions with acidic gases at the dust surface forming a uniform
soluble coating around the core. This acidic gas could be nitric acid, for example, as
dust aerosols travel through the dense urban and industrial areas of the East Asian
continent, or hydrochloric acid released from sea salt when dust resides in the remote
marine boundary layer (Tobo et al., 2010). Therefore, as shown in Fig. S1, we applied a
small “correction” to the calculated gravitational settling velocity in the model for dust
from East Asia in the long-range transport zone. In contrast to the reduced asphericity
of East Asian dust during transport, dust originating from North Africa tends to increase
its asphericity when crossing the North Atlantic Ocean (Huang et al., 2020). Field
measurements suggest an aspect ratio of ~ 1.60 for dust aerosol particles close to
North African sources, and it statistically significantly increases to 1.90 for dust from
North Africa and experiencing long-range transport (Huang et al., 2020). This increasing

aspect ratio of dust during transport likely occurs because spherical dust is more readily
settled out owning to the relatively large gravitational settling velocity compared to nonspherical dust (Yang et al., 2013). Therefore, a large fraction of non-spherical dust at
regions remote to the source remains. Consistent to the increased asphericity of dust
during transport, the dry deposition velocity reduction is greater for dust further away
from the North African continent (Fig. S1).

Calculation of the threshold gravimetric water content
Fécan et al. (1999) parameterized the threshold gravimetric water content (w) of the top
soil layer by
&
𝑤 = 𝑏@17𝑓/012 + 14𝑓/012
C,
where w is in percentage, b is a tuning factor, and fclay is the clay fraction. The tuning
factor b is set to be 1/fclay and unity in the default CAM6.1-CLM5 (Community Land
Model version 5), and the updated CAM6.α, respectively. The clay fraction is taken from
the FAO(2012) soil database (see Fig. S1 of Kok et al., 2014).

Descriptions of the data used in the model-observation
comparison
Surface dust concentrations and dust aerosol optical depth from AERONET
We use monthly data from measurements using high-volume filter collectors at the
University of Miami Ocean Aerosol Network and station-based data that have been
previously compiled on annual averages (Mahowald et al., 2009; Zuidema et al., 2019).
Simulated dust optical depth (DOD) is compared to Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) retrievals subject to data quality control and station selection based on the
dust dominance in the reported aerosol optical depth (AOD; see Albani et al., 2014 for
details).
Surface dust deposition fluxes
The dust deposition flux data used here were from the Albani et al. (2014) compiled
from publications (Tegen et al., 2002; Ginoux et al., 2001; Lawrence and Neff, 2009;
Mahowald et al., 2009) for the present-day climate. Because the model only simulates
dust <10 µm (the cut off value of aerosol size) in diameter, the Albani et al. (2014)
compilation has been processed to estimate the surface concentration of dust below the
size cut-off, according to reported or assumed parameters (e.g., geometric standard
deviation) for the size distribution of transported dust.
Size distributions of dust aerosol
Most of the remotely sensed, size-resolved dust volume retrievals used here were taken
from the AERONET Level 2.0 Almucantar Retrievals (Version 2), which is reported for
22 size bins with bimodal size distribution and ellipsoid shape of aerosol particles

(Dubovik et al., 2000). This data is known to overestimate dust mass in the submicron
size range and has possible contamination by non-dust aerosols (Albani et al., 2014;
Dubovik et al., 2000; Mahowald et al., 2014). We, therefore, only retain the super
micron fraction of dust in the comparison, even though AERONET may underestimate
the mass of dust between 1-10 µm in diameters (McConnell et al., 2008). The data
processing procedure is detailed in Albani et al., (2014). Near North Africa, we also
compare the modelled size distribution of dust aerosols with measurements from Otto et
al. (2007) taken in the vicinity of the Canary Islands, from Ryder et al. (2013) by aircraft
with a track between the Canary Islands and Mauritania/Mali, and from Ryder et al.
(2018) near Cape Verde.
Vertical profiles of dust aerosol
The modeled vertical distribution of dust is evaluated via comparison between the
modeled and measured vertical dust extinction profile. The modeled dust extinction at
the visible band is compared to the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) retrievals for years of 2007-2009 (Luo et al., 2015b, 2015a) during the
nighttime because of their high quality without sunlight interference compared to
daytime retrievals. This CALIOP dust extinction dataset performs better in terms of dust
separation and detection, even for thin dust aerosol layers, than that of its standard
product. Since the modeled aerosol extinction at the visible band in CAM6 by default is
for all aerosol species, we modified the code to diagnose the extinction due to dust
aerosol only online at every other model time step (one model time step = 30 min).
Based on the simulated 3-dimensional dust extinction (recorded monthly during the
simulation), we then offline derived the 3-dimensional DOD and the centroid height of
dust plumes.
A second comparison of vertical distribution is through a centroid height of dust plumes.
The centroid height of dust plumes is defined as altitude of the midpoint of the vertical
DOD profile and thus reflects the vertical distribution of dust (Kim et al., 2014). We
compare the centroid height of the dust plume derived from the modeled dust extinction
profile with that derived from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and CALIOP
measurements in three subregions over North Atlantic and North Africa during the
nighttime of 2007-2009. The three subregions include North Africa land: [17ºW–30ºE,
0º–35ºN]; eastern and western North Atlantic: [17ºW–50ºW, 0º–35ºN], and [50ºW–30ºE,
0º–35ºN], respectively, following Kim et al. (2014). We selected these subregions
because: 1) almost half of global dust emissions originate from North Africa (see Kok et
al., 2021); 2) the long-range westward transport of dust across the North Atlantic has
been widely recognized; and 3) the gridded aerosol products of CALIOP are of high
regional and seasonal consistency over North Africa and the Atlantic.
Satellite-based regional DOD
We compare the modeled regional DOD averaged over subdomains as defined in Fig.
3b (x-axis labels) of the main text with that derived from MODIS aerosol product
(collection 6; level 2) onboard Terra and Aqua as processed by Pu et al. (2020). They
separated dust from scattering aerosols by utilizing single scattering albedo, Ångström

exponent (AE), and an empirical function that relates DOD to AOD and AE. See Pu et
al. (2020) for details.
The direct radiative effect efficiency of dust
The modeled direct dust direct radiative effect (DRE) efficiency (ratio of clear-sky dust
DRE to all-sky DOD) is compared to satellite- and/or model-based results under clearsky conditions at the top of the atmosphere. See detailed descriptions in Table 3 and
the references therein.
Other datasets
In addition to the abovementioned observations, we compare our results to datasets
which combine model simulations and observations. Specifically, we compare 1)
modeled transported dust size distribution with that from the Dust Constraints from joint
Observational-Modelling-experiMental analysis (DustCOMM) (Adebiyi et al., 2020) in
global average; 2) regional dust deposition fluxes with the semi-observational data that
were inverted based on an integration of a global model ensemble and qualitycontrolled observational constrains on the transported dust size distribution, extinction
efficiency, and regional DOD (Kok et al., 2021). This set of semi-observational data was
shown to compare better with the high-quality measurement than model ensemble
means or any individual model (Kok et al., 2021); and 3) regional DOD seasonally with
the estimates of Ridley et al. (2016), who obtained DOD by combining four global
climate models with multiple satellite aerosol products that were bias corrected using
station-based AEROENT data.

Supplementary figures
Figure S1. Gravitational settling velocity ratio of spherical (Vasp) to ellipsoidal
(Vsph) dust. Shape parameters for each major source (defined based on source
apportionment) are taken from the global median of Huang et al., (2020).

Figure S2. Comparison of the simulated dust loading (a and d), and deposition
fluxes (b and d), and DOD (c and d) between the proposed new (CAM6.α) and
default (CAM6.1) models on a grid-cell (a, b, and c) and regionally averaged basis
(d). Numbers on top of panels (a-c) represent the global mean relative changes.
The classic Taylor diagram compares CAM6.α against CAM6.1 as a reference
(REF) in 21 sub-regions defined in Fig. S3. Both the standard deviation and
temporal correlation (Kendall’s τ coefficient) are obtained based on the modeled
monthly dust loading/deposition fluxes/DOD in each of the sub-regions with
seasonal cycle removed.

Figure S3. Comparison of modeled and observational surface concentration,
deposition, and optical depth of dust.

Figure S4. Dust wet deposition: percent (a) (top color bar) and ratio of model
results using BRIFT to those using DEAD with the offline (b; MINE_BASE and
MINE_NEW_EMIS) (bottom color bar). The number on top of each panel shows
the global annual mean.

Figure S5. Seasonal cycle (x axis: 12 months) of DOD (unitless): a comparison of
the simulated results (colored dots) to in situ (see site names in the figure title
from a to j) measurements (grey: Obs.). Colored shading columns indicate the
observed peak month: blue shows where at least one of the five cases captured
the peak, and purple shows where all cases failed to capture it. Colored numbers
represent the Kendell’s τ coefficient between the model and observation.
Superscript star “*” indicates a statistical significance of the model-observation
correlation at the 95% confidence level.

Figure S6. Comparison of seasonally (a: spring, MAM; b: summer, JJA; c,
autumn, SON; d: winter, DJF) resolved regional DOD from models (y axis) to that
(x axis) obtained in Ridley et al. (2016) with the region definition shown in their
Fig. 1. Error bars represent the 2 standard deviations. Inlet numbers are the root
mean square error (RMSE) and the spatial correlation (Kendall’s τ coefficient).
Note the size distribution with σ (GSD)=1.8 represents S5, and σ (GSD)=1.2
represents S6 (see Table 1). Ratio of the standard deviation between the models
and observations across the regional averages (model/observation) for each
season and the p-values corresponding to the Kendall’s τ coefficient are given in
Table S1.

Figure S7. The same as Fig. S5 but for surface dust concentration (unit: µg cm-3).

Figure S8. The same as Fig. S7 but for different sites as shown in the figure titles
(a to j).

Figure S9. Modelled and observed atmospheric size-resolved dust mass in the
geometric diameter range of 1-10 µm at AERONET stations. Numbers in each plot
indicate the Kendall's Tau coefficient between model and observations (blue bars).
The model runs here include the one using the old model with the mode size
parameters from CAM6 by default (CAM6.1 in cyan) and the other one using the
new model with the mode size parameters from CAM5 (CAM6.α in black). Both runs
were using the offline dynamics.

Figure S10. Normalized size distribution of dust between 0.2 and 10 µm for dustspeciated CAM6.α (red lines), CAM6.1 (blue lines), and observations (dot in
orange colors) at Cabo Verde and Canary Island.

Figure S11. Dust emission flux rate (kg m-2 s-1; rescaled up by 108) in the new
model CAM6.α with the threshold gravimetric water content calculated following
Fécan et al. (1999) using inversed clay fraction (b=1/fclay). See “Calculation of the
threshold gravimetric water content” in this supplement. White color indicates
zero emissions.

Figure S12. Sub-region division used in Fig. 1: 1. NW Pac Ocn; 2. NE Pac Ocn; 3.
SW Pac Ocn; 4. SE Pac Ocn; 5. NW Asian Lnd; 6. C Asian Lnd; 7. S Asian Lnd; 8.
Australia Lnd; 9. USA Lnd; 10. N Afr Lnd; 11. S Afr Lnd; 12. NN Atl Ocn; 13. SN Atl
Ocn; 14. S Atl. Ocn; 15. Euro Lnd; 16. Euro Ocn; 17. N Ind Ocn; 18. Mid East Lnd;
19. Mid East Ocn; 20. S Ind Ocn; 21. S Ame Lnd

Figure S13. Change to the simulated mass fraction of hematite, smectite, illite,
feldspar, kalinite, and calcite by BRIFT (MINE_NEW_EMIS) relative to DEAD
(MINE_BASE).

Figure S14. Modeled (all with offline dynamics and speciated dust model) surface
dust dry deposition for the accumulation mode: ratio of model results using
aspherical dust to those using spherical dust (a), PZ10 to Z01 (b), a combination
of PZ10 and aspherical dust to that of Z01 and spherical dust (c), and BRIFT to
DEAD (d).

Figure S15. Modeled (all with offline dynamics and speciated dust model) dust
total deposition: ratio of model results using aspherical dust to those using
spherical dust (a), PZ10 to Z01 (b), a combination of PZ10 and aspherical dust to
that of Z01 and spherical dust (c), and BRIFT to DEAD (d).

Figure S16. Same as Figs. 14 but for the wet deposition.

Figure S17. Dust DRE in the current climate from CAM6.1 (a); difference between
CAM6.1 and CAM6.α (b); and difference between CAM6.α with the threshold
gravimetric water content calculated following Fécan et al. (1999) using unity
tuning factor and inversed clay fraction (CAM6.α_off) (c).

Figure S18. Comparison of the shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) dust DRE in
offline dynamic runs with different coarse-mode size parameters
(NEW_EMIS_SIZE, NEW_EMIS, or NEW_EMIS_SIZE_WIDTH).

Supplementary tables
Table S1. The root mean square error (RMSE), spatial correlation (Kendall’s τ
coefficient and the corresponding p-value given right below), and the ratio
(model/observation) of SD between the modelled and “observed” DOD in Ridley
et al. (2016) across the regional averages for each season.
MAM

CAM6.α

CAM6.1

PZ10-Asp-K14-S5mine

RMSE

0.066

0.098

0.056

Spatial correlations

0.65

0.56

0.69

P-values

7.50E-04

4.10E-03

3.60E-04

Ratios of the standard
deviation

0.63

1.2

0.63

RMSEs

0.085

0.12

0.054

Spatial correlations

0.71

0.48

0.71

P-values

2.50E-04

1.30E-02

2.50E-04

Ratios of the standard
deviation

0.62

0.7

0.56

0.053

0.086

0.04

JJA

SON
RMSEs
Spatial correlations

0.78

0.38

0.86

P-values

4.80E-05

4.70E-02

8.20E-06

Ratios of the standard
deviation

0.72

1.3

0.52

0.043

0.081

0.037

DJF
RMSEs
Spatial correlations

0.62

0.28

0.66

P-values

8.40E-04

1.70E-01

3.30E-04

Ratios of the standard
deviation

0.64

0.83

0.67
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